The sky's the limit!
We are very proud to launch a very exciting integration between BizView and 24SevenOffice. This new initiative is called BizView24 and this has over
10,000 users of 24SevenOffice access to one of the leading system forecasting, budgeting, reporting, analysis and consolidation in the Nordic region.
In the cloud since 1997
24SevenOffice was the first company in the Nordic region, and one of the first in Europe, to develop and deliver 100% Web-based ERP solutions, and is
today the company is a leader in Cloud Computing technologies. 24SevenOffice has developed a technology platform that enables companies to run fullfledged systems without having to invest in own systems and servers - with 24SevenOffice all is run on cost-effective and secure data centers with
economies of scale.
"Since our start in 1997 we have offered our customers solutions that are 100% customized to their needs, wants and existing systems," says Freddy
Kristiansen, partner and manager in 24SevenOffice. "Our core offering is a cloud-based solution where users link up modules with services they need - not
having to buy and operate comprehensive ERP systems for accounting, CRM, project management, time and collaboration solutions. Although the modules
constitute a complete and integrated business system, all the modules also work as independent systems with many smart integration opportunities. "
"Reporting is an area with a lot of focus and attention. Not only is this an extremely important feature for businesses, but report's structure, data usage and
scope varies a lot. BizView24 has flexibility - and a pricing structure - that fits like a glove with our concept, and it was natural to see an integration between
Bizview and 24SevenOffice," concludes Freddy Kristiansen.
Experience a whole new approach and flexibility
BizView24 is an advanced software for processing large data volumes, with the ability to customize reports and input form exactly as you want. As a
BizView24 user you can run all your budgeting and forecasting, and have access to a variety of standard reports as well as being able to "twist and turn"
your financial data and projects through the integrated analysis engine.
"With BizView24's analysis module it's now easier than ever to use data from 24SevenOffice to generate highly specific reports, by user choice", says CEO
Lars Fjellbirkeland in Bizview Systems. "The focus has been to simplify all procedures and routines. We have also made it possible to easily distribute
reports to other users in your organization with just a few keystrokes."
About BizView and Bizview Systems
BizView is one of the leading systems for forecasting, budgeting, reporting, analysis and consolidation. The software provides a web-based Excel-like user
interface combined with powerful workflow management. BizView is an open solution that also fits well with QlikView’s and Microsoft’s business
intelligence offerings. BizView is developed and marketed by Bizview Systems with offices in Scandinavia and is marketed outside Scandinavia by partners.
Over 1000 companies use our solutions.
For more information see www.bizviewsystems.com
About 24SevenOffice
24SevenOffice offers a wide range of standard integrations, making it possible to reduce the cost of the integration to a minimum. The cost of installing a
company's own customized integrations is also very low compared to traditional solutions, given the 24SevenOffice API is adapted for this.
24SevenOffice was established in 1997 and has since invested heavily in technology, and is today the only SaaS ERP company in the Nordic countries
with a solution that is feature-rich and scalable enough for large enterprises. 24SevenOffice has clients such as PwC, KPMG, Høyer and HAB Construction,
and system are quality assured by a number of large companies and integrated with Danske Bank, DnB, Nordea, Nets (BBS), Altinn Solvency (f. D & B)
and Intrum Justitia, to name a few.
For more information, see www.24SevenOffice.com

